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I. INTRODUCTION 

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 

A. My name is I<eilneth J. Slates. My business address is 3370 Habersham Road, 

Atlanta, Georgia 30305. 

Q. ARE YOU THE SAME KENNETH J. SLATER WHO PROVIDED 
DIRECT AND SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY IN THIS PROCEEDING ON 
BEHALF OF SUPERIOR RENEWABLE ENERGY LLC (SUPERIOR)? 

A. Yes. 

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS REBUTTAL TESTIMONY? 

A. The purpose of this testimony is to rebut portions of the testimony provided by 

Ms. Stomberg and Mr. Kee on behalf of Montana-Dakota Utilities (MDU), and Mr. 

Woolf on behalf of the Staff of the So~l t l~  Dakota P~lblic Utilities Conmissioa. 

Q. IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR THAT THESE THREE 
WITNESSES HAVE ASSERTED IN COMMON? 
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A. No, but there is sometl~ing that all three of them appear to ignore. That is, the 

reason that MDU has decided to ignore the results of its Integrated Resource Planning 

exercise and opt for base load coal-fired capacity as its next increment of capacity. 

Q. AND WHAT IS THAT REASON? 

A. The reason is that MDU appears to not want the uncertainty of file1 costs 

associated with gas-fired combined cycle generation. Once constn~cted, with long-term 

file1 s~lpply ai-rangeinents in place, base load coal generation provides a great aino~mt of 

energy at low and predictable cost. Fuel cost risk is minimal. 

MDU has deliberately bypassed the lowest expected cost system addition, 

(gaslligllt oil fired combined cycle plant), in favor of the predictable, low cost low risk 

alternative of coal-fired capacity. In addition, their choice of the 175 MW "Lignite 

Vision 2 1" (LV2 1) unit provides thein with greater control over both the plant itself and 

the file1 sulpply. 

All of these attributes appear to be wort11 the cost to MDU, and any other source 

which can provide similar cost predictability should be worth the same to MDU. 

111. THE TESTIMONY OF MS. ANDREA STOMBERG 

Q. WITH WHAT IN PARTICULAR DO YOU DISAGREE IN MS. 
STOI'--I;EKG'S TESTITAONY? 

A. There are two matters. First, Ms. Stomnberg asserts that MDU had no need for 

additional film capacity in 2005 and 2006, when it was recently seelung to arrange 

purchases fi-om various members of MAPP and, in fact made such an an-angement with 

Saskatchewan. 

The apparent reason was that MDU wished to improve the reliability of its 

overall resources and avoid MAPP deficiency payments. This was a capacity need seen 
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by MDU. They cannot, at the same time, have no need for capacity and have a need for 

capacity. The Java Wind Facility could satisfy such a need as soon as it comes in service. 

Q. WHAT IS YOUR SECOND PROBLEM WITH MS. STOMBERG'S 
TESTIMONY? 

A. My second problem is the way Ms. Stoinberg has introd~lced, for the first time, 

two additional base load coal options, as if they were at a siinilas stage of development to 

that of the LV21 unit. Both MDU and the LV 21 ulllltYs coal supplier have spent 

considerable sums of money on the development and design of the project, even to the 

point of applying for an air einissions pennit. MDU has had no such participation 

concenling either of the other two s~~pposed projects. 

Q. WHY WOULD MS. STOMBERG BE APPEARING TO CHANGE 
HORSES IN MID-STREAM? 

A. All I can tlildc of is that she wished to give Mi. Kee a lower $/ltW capital cost for 

a base load coal ~mit. 

Q. SHOULDN'T MDU BE OPTING FOR THE LOWEST $/KW COAL UNIT? 

A. Not necessarily. Other factors, such as the higher level of operational control, 

closeness to MDU's system, transmission matters, shortness of consti-uction time and tlle 

lack of fuel transportation needs could all have value to MDU in excess of the difference 

in noininal $/lcW capital cost. 

IV. MR. EDWARD KEE'S TESTIMONY 

Q. WHAT PROBLEMS HAVE YOU FOUND IN MR. KEE'S TESTIMONY? 

A. Mi. Kee starts out telling us that QFs and the associated PURPA rules ase no 

longer needed, and then proceeds to define a set of avoided costs and power purchase 
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agreement (PPA) rules which would ensure that in South Dakota there would be no QFs 

and no need to apply PURPA rules. 

Q. WHAT DO YOU FIND SO WRONG ABOUT MR. KEE'S PROPOSALS? 

A. The elements that I find to be the most tro~lbling are as follows. 

(a) The ignoiing of all capacity value of the Java Wind Facility prior to 2007. 

(b) The eq~lating of Java's ann~~a l  capacity value to tlu-ee month's rental of 

some portable CTs d~uing the period fi-om Jan~lay 2007 to mid-JLUI~ of 

2010. 

(c) The adoption of base load coal capacity costs that are simply generic 

costs, bearing no relationslip to any real coal-fired project, just because 

those costs are lower than real project costs. 

(d) The nlsh to market based avoided costs, when no real inarltet exists. 

(e) Completely ignoring tlis Coin1nissionYs instructions concening the 

capacity value to be used for base-load avoided capacity costs, and 

concerning the length of PPA. 

(f) The attempt to "pile on" film transmission costs and ~111-ealistic integration 

costs. 

Q. YOU HAVE ALREADY DISCUSSED ITEMS (A) AND (C). WHAT IS IT 
THAT YOU FIND SO OBJECTIONABLE ABOUT (B)? 

A. Equating tlle annual capacity value of the Java Project to thee  months rental of 

portable CTs is once again searching for the lowest possible capacity cost to avoid. I do 

not believe that it is an option that MDU would actually pursue. B~lt, worse, it 

completely ignores the capacity val~le of the Java Wind Facility d~u-ing the other nine 

months of the year. 
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Q. WHAT IS SO BAD ABOUT MARKET RATES FOR THE BASIS OF 
AVOIDED COSTS? 

A. In theoiy, there is notling wrong with market based avoided cost rates. Once a 

competitive wholesale generation marlcet achieves the state where it has true coinpetition 

and established worltable rules regarding both energy prices and capacity prices, these 

prices could be used to determine avoided costs. 

But, there is only one such marlcet in the U.S. that has reached this point, (the 

New Yol-lc ISO), and one other that is close to aclieving the sane situation, (IS0 New 

England). To get to this stage, there has been the divestiture of generation assets by the 

vertically integrated utilities, (so that generators have no other source of income except 

the madcets.) There has been the progressive development a ~ d  imnpleinentation of market 

l-ules tluougl~ collaboration among tlle various market participants and the gaining of the 

approval of State and Federal regulators. Tlis progression has taken many years, even in 

the former "tigl~t" pools in the U.S. Northeast. 

The Midwest IS0 still has vertically integrated utilities whose ratepayers s~lpp01-t 

the fixed costs associated with generating plant. A "day ahead" energy market has yet to 

come into being. A tme competitive inarlcet in both capacity and energy is a long way 

off. 

Q. IN WHAT WAYS HAS MR. KEE IGNORED THIS COMMISSION'S 
l[NSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING AVOIDED CAPACITY AND CONCERNING 
THE LENGTH OF BOWER PURCHASE AGREEMENTS? 

A. This Cormnission's 1982 Order clearly states that the avoided capacity payments 

should be made on tlle average capacity during the peak inontlls. Mr. Kee has chosen to 

use the lowest montl~ly value of MAPP accredited capacity rather than the average. In 

addition, he has failed to recognize any value for capacity in addition to tlis anouut in all 
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1 other eleven montl~s of the year, which would then provide the customers of MDU with 

2 more value than they were paying for, th~ls violating the customer indifference concept of 

3 the PURPA rules. 

4 Regarding the tenn of the PPA, this Commission in 1982 explained that long-term 

5 (greater than ten years) PPAs were needed in order that the project could obtain the 

6 necessaly financing for constsuction. This is at least as tme today as it was in 1982. 

7 Q. WHAT IS THE AMOUNT OF CAPACITY FOR WHICH SUPERIOR 
8 SHOULD BE PAID RELATIVE TO THE JAVA WIND FACILITY? 
9 

10 A. Based on the wind data provided by Mr. Ferguson and on the demand curve for 

11 MDU's system that shows that MDU is c~m-ently a summer peaking system, I would 

12 follow the SDPUC Decision and Order by averaging the amoumt of capacity available 

13 fi-om the Java Wind Facility for the f o ~ u  months of JLUI~, J~lly, August and September. 

14 The average amo~u~t  of capacity available d ~ l i n g  that time is eq~lal to 10.6 megawatts. I 

15 would then require MDU to pay S~peiior for that amoulit of avoided base load capacity 

16 on a year-round basis. 

17 Since in all non-suimner months, the Java Wind Project will provide capacity in 

18 addition to the average s~uluner value of 10.6 MW, I would also require MDU to pay 

19 S~lperior for the seasonal val~le of this additional capacity. 

20 Q. WHY DO YOU SAY THAT MR. KEE IS "PILING ON" REGARDING 
21 FIRM T ~ S M l [ S S l [ Q N  COSTS AND INTEGATION COSTS? 
22 
23 A. Mr. I<eeys raising of the issue of the QF obtaining film transmission rights is q~lite 

24 out of context. Supplies that are contracted to serve the native load of the utility to wlIich 

25 they are coilnected are, in any jurisdiction of which I am aware, only responsible for their 

26 interconnection with that system. The transport of its power around the system to the 
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customers of that system is the subject of a native load transmission reservation for 

network service, wluch is the responsibility of the load serving ~ltility, just as it is for that 

~~tility's own generating uuits. Regarding the suggested level of system integration costs, 

Mr. Kee has used an example wlich is completely different from that of the Java Wind 

Facility and MDU, apparently the most costly example available. 

V. TESTIMONY OF MR. TIMOTHY WOOLF 

Q. MR. WOOLF, TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF THE SCPUC STAFF, WAS 
CRITICAL OF THE FACT THAT YOU DID NOT PRESENT A COMPLETE 
CALCULATION OF AVOIDED COSTS FOR THE JAVA WIND FACILITY. DO 
YOU WISH TO COMMENT ON THAT? 

A. Yes. First, one cannot provide a complete calculatioii w i t l ~ o ~ ~ t  possessing the 

appropriate amount of data and information. I believe that it is really the responsibility of 

the utility, ~ulder the su~pei-vision of the PUC, to provide a complete calculation of 

avoided costs. 

Second, I note that Mi-. Woolf provided no such calculation himself, althougl~ I 

~mderstand that he has given MDU some direction so that MDU can perfonn certain of 

the calculations recoinmended by Mi-. Woolf. I have not had the oppol-hu~ity to provide 

coimnents on wlletller or not they are correct or even wllether or not they are coiisistent 

with Mr. Woolf s testimony. 

Third, I am concerned that Supeiior will have gone tluougli considerable time and 

expense in this proceeding only to have a decision from the Coinmission that does not 

determine a specific avoided cost price that MDU must pay S~~perior for the Java Wind 

Facility. Such an o~ltcome leaves the door open to hi-t11er disputes with MDU about 

price and other terms. 

Q. HOW WOULD YOU ADDRESS THIS LAST CONCERN? 
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A. If I were ~ulable fi-om the record evidence to determine an avoided cost payable to 

the Java Wind Facility, I would include in my decision clear guidance a b o ~ ~ t  how avoided 

costs are to be determined. In addition, I would provide a fast tsaclc timetable for the 

parties to complete the avoided cost calculatioils and to incorporate tlle resulting avoided 

cost price into a power p~u-chase agreement. I would keep the docket open pending 

notification by all parties that the power p~lrchase agreement was completed and I would 

provide for some way for the parties to come back before tlle Commission quiclcly to 

resolve any differences that arise during that time period. 

Q. APART FROM MR. WOOLF'S CRITICISM ABOUT THE LACK OF AN 
AVOIDED COST CALCULATION, DO YOU HAVE ANY PARTICULAR 
PROBLEMS WITH MR. WOOLF'S TESTIMONY? 

A. There is i rn~c l~  in Mr. Woolf s testimony which coincides with my own view that I 

expressed in my testimony. As I do, he recognized the inlpol-tance of PPA tems  which 

are considerably longer than ten years, the importance of calculating avoided capacity as 

the average of tlle summer months rather than the lowest, the importance of recognizing 

the value of additional capacity provided by the Java Wind Facility during off-peak 

months, and the importance of caphu-ing avoided environmental emission costs. 

However, there is one area where I have some disagreement with Mr. Woolf, and 

that is l i s  insisteilce on using the avoided cost of a CT peaking ~ u i t  as tlle avoided 

capacity cost under all circ~lmstances, and recognizing what he calls "capitalized energy" 

costs when the actual avoided umit is not a CT, b ~ ~ t  is a base load ~ u i t .  To deteiinine 

avoided costs for MDU, when the avoided unit is a base load -unit, Mr. Woolf wants the 

Commission to first use the avoided cost of tlle CT peaking w i t  as the avoided capacity 

cost. He then wants the Commission to recognize the additional capacity cost of the base 
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load uuit as "capitalized energy costs" and add these to the actual energy cost of the base 

load ~ u ~ i t  to obtain a11 energy avoided cost for the base load unit. Altogetller, these 

amo~tnts equal a stun that is equivalent to the actual avoided capacity and energy costs of 

the base load ~I l l t .  This approach has some theoretical support and has been used in other 

avoided cost type proceedings. It aims to produce the same total avoided cost as does the 

use of the base load ~uGt's actual capacity and energy costs as avoided capacity and 

energy costs. Nevertl~eless~ I believe that Mr. Woolf s metllodology introduces 

unnecessary complicatioils and a potential for error when the energy output of the 

avoided unit varies according to load levels and the relative price of certain system fuels. 

It is also inconsistent with the SDPUC's Decision and Order. 

Q. DO THE FEDERAL PURPA RULES PROVIDE ANY GUIDANCE ON 
THIS POINT? 

A. My reading of the FERC mles and preamble is that there are tlu-ee valid 

approaches. The "avoided ~mit" concept, the "peaker" method and the total system cost 

"wit11 and without" method. 

The avoided unit method adopts the capacity and energy costs of the avoided, (or 

avoidable), tuGt as the avoided capacity and energy costs. The peaker method uses the 

capacity costs of a pealung unit as the zvoided capacity cest and the system incremental 

energy cost as the avoided energy cost. The total system cost with and without method 

requires the determination of an optimal system plan y& the QF as part of the system 

resources and an optimal system plan w i t l ~ o ~ ~ t  the QF as part of the system resources. 

The present value of revenue requirement difference between the plans is the total 

avoided cost of the QF. 

Q. WHICH OF THESE METHODS IS IN COMMON USE? 
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A. I feel sure that all have been used. The most coimnon is the pealter method, 

because of its ease of application and lack of controversy over what ~ u i t  was avoided. 

The avoided ~mi t  method is the easiest to implement once the avoided ~mi t  is agreed 

upon. I believe it is the better of these two methods beca~lse it replicates in the avoided 

capacity costs the costs of acq~liring various attrib~ltes of the avoided ~mi t  that prompted 

its choice as the next system addition, whereas the pealter methodology recognizes 

nothing of the actual avoided ~ u ~ i t ,  and can therefore ~u~derstate avoided costs. The 

peaker method is particularly inappropriate here given MDU's intention for the LV 21 

unit to be the avoided ~ u i t .  The with and witho~lt method so~ulds good in theory, b~l t  is 

very difficult to implement in practice, gives ''lumpy" results because unit additions have 

substantial size, and can result in the coinparison of two cases, neither of wl ic l~  

represents what the ~ltility is actually doing. 

Q. DOES THE SDPUC 1982 ORDER PROVIDE ANY GUIDANCE ON THIS 
POINT? 

A. My reading of the SDPUC rules finds only one methodology. Tlis method uses 

the system increinental cost as the avoided energy cost in all cases, and then cl~ooses the 

capacity cost of a pealter as the avoided capacity cost if the PPA has a tenn of less than 

ten years, or the capacity costs of baseload resources as the avoided capacity cost if the 

PPA has a tenn greater than ten years. Tlis means that the SDPUC's method of 

determining base load (long tenn) avoided costs is not one of the FERC recognized 

proced~lres, since it provides for the payment of base load avoided capacity costs along 

with pealter avoided energy cost. Mr. Woolf, in l i s  testimony points out this same 

problem, but endeavors to pursue it through his proposed avoided cost inethodology. 
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Q. TO THE EXTENT THAT THE SDPUC 1982 ORDER ADOPTS A 
METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING AVOIDED COSTS NOT IDENTIFIED 
BY THE FERC, DOES THE ORDER NEED TO BE MODIFIED? 

A. While the FERC gave the individ~~al state regulatoiy a~lthorities considerable 

discretion to implement PURPA within their j~~risdictions, I believe that it would be 

better to use a method wlich did not pair the avoided capacity cost of a base load unit 

with the avoided energy cost of a peaker 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Q. WHAT SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS SEEMING MISMATCH OF 
CAPACITY AND ENERGY AVOIDED COSTS? 

A. I have great difficulty in recolmnending "a rule change in the middle of a game." 

However, if the Colnrnission believes that the SDPUC Order needs to be modified, I 

think that there is a rule change that could help clarify matters and help both the QF and 

the MDU customers to achieve a closer match of avoided cost payments to the value of 

the power and energy provided. 

Q. HOW WOULD YOU CHANGE THE RULES? 

A. I would provide for the year-ro~md baseload portion of a QF resource such as the 

Java Wind Facility, (based on its average stumner capability), ~ulder a long-tem PPA, to 

receive the capacity cost and energy cost of the next baseload addition to f iDUYs system 

as its avoided capacity cost and avoided energy cost payments, to be paid right fi-om the 

tiine the QF comes into service, (not the time the avoided ~ u i t  was due to enter service). 

This could be aclieved by using my method or Mr. Woolf's method. If during the tiine 

between the in-service date of the QF and the in-service date of the avoided ~ u i t ,  the 

presence of the QF resulted in some suipl~ls capacity which could not be contracted to 

another party, the avoided capacity cost of this s~lrplus capacity would be ded~zcted fi-om 
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the base load avoided cost whch would othenvise be paid to the QF. The seasonal 

capacity of the QF over and above the year-ro~md portion would be treated as a 11011- 

baseload resource and paid seasonal capacity value and system incremental energy cost 

as its avoided capacity and energy costs 

Q. WHAT IS YOUR RATIONALE FOR THIS AVOIDED COST 
TREATMENT? 

A. Actually, it is fairly simple. Because the baseload portion of the QF is providing 

the fill1 value of the next base load resource, including capacity, cost stability and the 

loweiing of he1 price 1-islts it should receive the fill1 avoided costs, except where there is 

some capacity wlich cannot be avoided, in which case the value of that capacity should 

be ded~lcted froin the QF's baseload capacity payment. In this way, the QF would 

receive and the MDU custoiners would pay the val~le that the QF provided to the system 

Q. BASED ON WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT MDU'S CAPACITY NEEDS, IS 
THERE ANY LIKELIHOOD THAT MDU WOULD IN FACT FIND ITSELF 
WITH SURPLUS CAPACITY FROM THE JAVA WIND FACILITY? 

A. No. MDU is short of capacity now, in amo~u~ts that are considerably greater than 

the amouuts of capacity for which the Java Wind Facility should receive credit ~ u ~ d e r  

MAPP accreditation proced~lres and the SDPUC Decision and Order. This capacity 

shortfall is expected to grow more acute with the expiration of the Basin Electsic 

contract. Once the Java Wind Facility is on line, MDU should be able to contract for any 

additional needed capacity in the same manner that it has contracted or attempted to 

contract tlis past yeas 

Q. WHICH BASE LOAD COAL UNIT COSTS SHOULD BE USED IN THE 
DETERMINATION OF AVOIDED COSTS FOR THE JAVA WIND PROJECT? 
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1 A. Avoided costs for the Java Wind Project should be based on the full capacity and 

2 energy costs of the LV21 Unit, the MDU base load coal unit option for which actual cost 

3 estimates have been prepared, and for which permitting has begun. 

4 In nly S~~pplemental Testimony, I provided estimates of the capacity costs for this 

6 It is impoi-tant that these capacity costs be complemented by good estimates of 

7 fill1 energy costs for the LV2 1 wit ,  including file1 costs (including start-LIP fi~el), disposal 

8 costs of solid combustion prod~lcts, all variable Operation and Maintenance costs and 

9 emission allowance costs. 

10 Q. DOES THAT CONCLUDE YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMONY? 

11 A. Yes, it does. 
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